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Smiley has been setting trends for decades 
and has always been at the forefront of popular 
culture. Because of this, the brand continues to 
be rocked on the leading catwalks and stocked 

in the world’s most prestigious boutiques. 

From upscale capsule collaborations with iconic 
couture houses through to limited edition products 
with the world’s leading hipster streetwear 
brands, Smiley brand collaborations continue 
to captivate creative directors, buyers and fashion 

press the world over.

What stands Smiley apart from the rest of the 
market is the brand’s unique positioning at the 
epicentre of three major trends in society today: 

Happiness, emoticons and music.



Optimistic, cool, carefree and in search of good vibes: Ami Paris was founded 
by globally renowned designer Alexandre Mattiussi in 2011 and since 
it’s grown into a cult brand thanks to its simple, urban branding: a mix of 
streetwear and everyday Parisian preppy style. Ami Paris has partnered with 
The Smiley Company to create a collection that uses the Smiley Original logo 
with Mattiussi’s trademark Ami Paris red beanie hat which has become the 

essence of skater culture and Paris’s burgeoning art scene.

 SLICK STREET STYLE



We believe that above anything else, fashion should make you smile and 
Anya Hindmarch and SmileyWorld have been working together to create 
fashion that does just that. The Smiley Original 2D logo has become a 
part of the Anya Hindmarch brand DNA and has helped grow Smiley’s 
footprint from various categories with custom leather bonding techniques 
to create the signature look on footwear, bags and beyond. 

GRIN AND WEAR IT



Inspired by NewYork’s Canal Street and the mash-up 
of culture and commerce in the heart of the Big Apple, 
Chinatown Market is the Los Angeles-based streetwear 
brand that has become a cult fashion phenomenon in only 
a year’s time. Chinatown Market takes notable icons and 
twists them to reflect on current culture, adding hilarious irony 
to each piece. The Smiley x Chinatown Market collection 
features T-shirts, trendy packable sling bags and a Smiley 
basketball, which previewed at PUMA’s exclusive basketball 
pop-up event during the 2018 NBA Draft in New York 
City. The Smiley x Chinatown Market’s streetwear collection 
shows off playful graphics, keeping the entire line accessible 
and simple. Founder Mike Cherman has partnered with 
well-known brands and their iconic logos: from Disney to 
Chiquita Brands International to Proctor & Gamble (Tide).

A HOMAGE TO ICONS



Unique, individual, and inspirational, 
this ethos is best showcased by Smiley’s 
ongoing collaboration with iconic Italian 
fashion house Moschino and its Smiley 
collections curated by global icon Jeremy 
Scott. Scott’s tongue in cheek approach to 
catwalk couture has become a hallmark of 
his exuberant seasonal collections.

CELEBRATE THE
CREATIVE       



Exclusive winter capsule collection of rugged 
outerwear and apparel fusing bold Smiley’s 
signature yellow colour palette with the iconic 
Smiley logo. Creating a collection designed 
to sit as comfortably on the high altitude and 
high-octane ski slopes as it would be soaking 

up the cool winter après ski party vibes.

HIGH-OCTANE 
APRÈS-SKI VIBES



Italian label Fendi is one of the most recognisable brands 
in the world. Founded in Rome in 1925 by Adele 
Casagrande, this Smiley collaboration features a range 
of luxury bag accessories that spreads Smiley’s unique 
sparkle of happiness.

THE MOST ICONIC 
FASHION BRAND



Palm Angels is the new creative vision of former Moncler art director Francesco 
Ragazzi. Francesco has co-created a unisex Smiley collection that combines 
collegiate styling with Californian iconography to capture the rugged grace 
of L.A. skate culture. Palm Angels fuses laid back vibes with a heritage feel 
and a modern rework of the Original Smiley icon.

RUGGED L.A. STREET COUTURE



The champion of the skater shoe, newcomer Joshua 
Sanders marked his collaboration with Smiley with 
a collection oozing curb-to-catwalk aesthetic. A winning 
combination of cool New York street style and 
irreproachable Italian craftsmanship make this sporty 
footwear a fresh entry into the luxury trainer market; 
youthful graphics and iridescent colourways mark 
these out as sneakers with staying power.

CURB-TO-CATWALK 
AESTHETIC



Raised in a small Italian town with a long-standing history of shoemaking, Giuseppe Zanotti draws 
on the past and merges it with his forward-thinking designs and detailing. Zanotti launched a 
collection with Smiley that featured embellished slip-ons, handbags and brightly coloured stilettos 
all featuring the classic Smiley icon.

THE GRANDMASTER
OF EMBELISHMENT



Young, exciting and already critically acclaimed, Camilla Elphick has taken 
the global footwear market by storm with her feminine yet feminine shoes. Her 
debut Smiley collection features classic pumps, ankle boots and a signature 
Smiley high heel in metallic shades, in striking bold colours, and a unique ‘eyes 
and mouth’ all over neon print contrasting with a stark black backing.

GOOD NEWS SHOES



Smiley teamed up with the front-runner 
of branded lifestyle apparel, footwear 
and accessories, VF Corporation for 
an exclusive collaborative collection 
with Lee Jeans. Fusing timeless denim 
with clean lines and a modern rework 
of the Original Smiley face, this powerful 
collection highlights the commitment 
of both brands to design excellence 
through denim innovation, superior 
comfort and craftsmanship.

SMILEY X LEE



A unique co-creation that sees the launch of a limited edition 
range of apparel, inspired by both brands deep roots in music 
and paying homage to the UK’s world famous music festival 
scene. This limited edition partnership with iconic rocker Liam 
Gallagher’s Pretty Green fashion label, will feature nylon kagools 
and a mid length trademark parka. As well as a selection of tees 
and polos all utilising Pretty Green’s distinctive paisley pattern 
with all over Smiley’s interspersed. The range is pulled together 
with embroidered bouclé Smiley patches and is only available in 

Smiley’s distinctive black and yellow colour palette.

AN OASIS OF
FESTIVAL APPAREL



Smiley has teamed up with the pioneers of New York skate culture, Supreme, to 
create a tongue in cheek capsule collection that celebrates counter culture and is 

dedicated to skaters, punks and hip-hop heads the world over.

SUPREMELY HAPPY



Famed for outfitting royalty, Olivier Baby showcase the evergreen and all 
encompassing vision of Smiley, with the launch of a collection of luxury unisex 
cashmere sweats for kids. This exquisite range of limited edition apparel 
separates are hand stitched in a section of subtle colourways to extol a 

carefree, uncomplicated and playful attitude. 

LUXURY CASHMERE FOR KIDS



Smiley and Palladium have teamed up to create 
a unique rework of Palladium’s best selling style 
Pampa.  This sneaker inspired high top boot pays 
homage to both brands authentic roots in music 
culture and features a cotton canvas upper and 
lining, which is emblazoned with the world 
famous Smiley icon in trademark yellow and 
black colour-ways.

2 MUSIC LEGENDS,
1 ICONIC SNEAKER



Jean-Charles de Castelbajac, the world-renowned 
fashion designer created a collaboration with Smiley 
which fused his trademark design style of injecting playful 
childhood themes and Pop Art styles whilst reflecting 
the Smiley’s unique influence on 1980’s art, music & 

pop culture.

POP ART THEMES



The collaboration between Fyodor Golan and Smiley takes an expressive 
approach to an established and immediately recognisable icon and creates 
a collection that features playful undertones with experimental cuts that focus 
on bold colours and digital textures.

PLAYFUL UNDERTONES
& EXPERIMENTAL CUTS



Smiley teamed up with Pantone, the world’s leading authority on colour 
to create a complete range of minimal, yet super vibrant beachwear for 
men and women that championed Smiley’s trademark colour palette and 
features a unique play on the classic Smiley.

THE GLOBAL
COLOUR AUTHORITY



IDRIS ELBA

“Being independent means writing one’s own story every 
day”. This is the philosophy of “Italia Independent”, the 
Italian brand owned by Italian socialite Lapo Elkan, who 
has created a collaboration of Smiley sunglasses that mix 
Italian know-how and modernity with alternative materials 

to design the ultimate summer clubber accessory.

WRITING YOUR OWN
STORY EVERY DAY



Happiness continues to be one of the standout brands in the luxury 
sportswear market and their collaboration with Smiley leans towards 
collegiate inspired styling in this sports-luxe collection. The original 
Smiley features a linear deconstruction that adds a new dimension 
to the classic icon.

OFF-BEAT
URBAN
TRENDS



Pony founded in 1972 and worn by championship athletes in 
every major sport, including the World Cup, NFL Super Bowl, MLB 
World Series. Pony teamed up with Smiley to present a positive 
and inspirational limited edition streetwear concept that features 
bold high top sneakers and classic collegiate sweats all with their 
own unique Smiley twist.

AN AMERICAN
FOOTWEAR ICON



A contemporary streetwear and footwear 
collaboration that fuses the classic Smiley 
icon with Martine Sitbon’s high fashion 
styling and design philosophy to create 
a modern yet simplistic range for the 
young, chic and hip.

YOUNG,
CHIC & HIP



Spanish fashion legend Carlos Diez has 
created a collection of luxury sportswear 
separates that feature geometric plays on 
the classic Smiley icon and his trademark 
signature street styling.

GEOMETRIC
PLAYS ON THE
CLASSIC ICON



Smiley collaborated with culturally iconic designer 
Ora Ito, creating a high impact collection of beauty 
products to critical acclaim. The collection fused Ito’s 
unique simplexity design philosophy with Smiley’s 
unique DNA to create something beautifully crafted, 
endearing, appealing and commercial.

BEAUTY INSPIRED
BY HAPPINESS



One of the key ingredients of Smiley’s ongoing brand 
collaborations is the amazing celebrity placement 
opportunities these create and the visibility this gives 
Smiley to the world’s leading tastemakers.

A-LIST CELEBRITY
SEEDING
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SmileyWorld Limited
The Leathermarket, LM13.0G, 11/13 Weston Street, London, SE1 3ER

sales@smiley.com  |  smiley.com


